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Abstract

This article provides an analysis on the hedging opportunities between weather and other financial instruments 
with pair wise trading technique.Methods of analysis include growth rate calculations, its mean (return) and 
standard deviation (Risk). Other calculation includes finding hedging opportunities between all stocks 
individually and portfolio wise as well. All calculations can be found on attached excel.Result of data analyzed 
shows that any portfolio containing Weather is outperforming than the other financial instruments. In particular 
comparison of Weather to CPI shows the maximum hedging opportunities in Weather and in pair wise trading 
Weather – Maize and Bse- Weather are the best pair which showed 51 hedging opportunities revealing to 
85.00%.The article finds the prospects of the Weather as effective tool to hedge the risk if traded actively in the 
stock market. Recommendation as discussed includes that agricultural insurance companies can use it as an 
effective measure to hedge the risk of investors.

Introduction and Overview

In India,There is a high dependency of agriculture on the monsoon and for commodities, it plays a significant role. 
Though trends in temperature fundamentally have no connection with trends in the stock markets but unexpected 
change in temperature can often cause significant financial losses to economy and to prevent these losses Weather 
data can be used as an effective tool. Weather related financial contracts are spatio-temporal in nature i.e. the impact 
of monsoon (south-west in particular) decides how it will spread it precipitation impact in the months to follow. On 
the similar front, the temperature of Punjab and adjoining places decide that whether the crop yields and together its 
“aggregate trading prices in the National markets” (based on supply side issues) perform in close concordance with 
the rest of the commodities data. Non-exchange markets are governed by insurers, bankers, brokers and hedge 
funds.

This article deals with theUse of Weather data as any other financial instrument to hedge the losses. It shows 
presence of Weather makes an effective portfolio in comparison with other indexes and stocks.

To prove the same, Weather data of Amritsar, Punjab (as an aggregate pricing function) is compared with all the 
non-Weather portfolios and analyzed the monthly performance in last 5 years.

Research Problem

The research problem is analyzing the hedging opportunities between Weather and other financial instruments 
with pair wise trading technique.

It's Relevance

In India, It has been witnessed that due to non-favorableWeather conditions or uncertain change in temperature has 
always lead to farmer's suicide and losses in agricultural economy and there is no way to support farmers or 
economy in such conditions. But the outcomes of this repot will give you some insight that on use of Weather data 
in portfolios can hedge the losses in uncertainty.

Research Objectives

l To gather historical data of local Weather, indexes and commodity.

l To make different pairs of Weather and non- Weather portfolios.

l To frame a call-option based hedging opportunity model utilizing the above data

l To find out hedging opportunities in all portfolios.

l To compare hedging opportunities available in Weather portfolio to non-Weather portfolio.

l Interpret the result for same, whether the study is giving relevant outcome or not.
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